
Transcript of Steve Jaffe tape 12/16/68 
; Those present: Fred & Narlynn Newcomb, Ray Nardus & Maggie Field 

Beginning of interview: SIDE 1. 

Jaffe: "I'm all for this". 

Ray: This was triggered b!, Vince's charges. Ray is open on the question of 
Jaffe's being an agent. 

Jaffe: "I understand that". 

Ray says he has not seen the basis of Vince's charges. Weisberg has seen 
some of them and doesn't respect Jaffe's work but doesn't agree with Vince's 
charges. 

Steve: LaNarre had got a room for Steve at the Pontchartrain Hotel; he had 
arrived in N.O. before Jaffe. LaNarre had 'phoned Jaffe in L.A. and had ask-
ed, "Can you meet me in N.O. and help make student contacts to show the film, 
Jaffe: "I can't because Jim Garrison has asked me to disassociate myself 
from the film". (Jaffe says Garrison had told him about his desire for J.'s 
disassociation from the film the day before the film had been scheduled to 
be shown at U.C.L.A. in November. Garrison was concerned that Jaffe's 
connection to the film could bring about a legal trap for Garrison. 
Jaffe is then asked why he showed up at Dixon Gallery (U.C.L.A.) on the day 
the film had been advertised as being shown (about 1,500 pad gathered to see 
it due to ads in the Free Press & announcements in the UCLA Daily Bruin, but 
the film did not materialize that day and no explanation was forthcoming). 
Jaffe's answer: "I showed up to watch it like everyone else". (At that point 
he had not yet seen it.) 
Jaffe, however, had not told the rest of us that Jim had asked him to dis-
associate himself from the film; this information did not come forth until 
the day of this taped interview. 
It was some two weeks later that LaNarre called Jaffe,&explained that he had 
been very ill in Paris (this was his excuse for not hauihg appeared at the 
appointed day at UCLA; he did not explain why he never bothered to get word 
to Jaffe or anyone else that he would not appear.) It was during this call 
that LaNarre told Jaffe to meet him in N.O. Jaffe, once in N.O., called 
Iuon and asked him to obtain a projector so that LaN. could show the film 
to Jim. Jaffe arrived at the hotel on a Sunday night and diried with LaN. 
Weisberg was in town. loon tells Jaffe that Jim is out of town. Weisberg 
advised not showing the film. (Jaffe says he was then engaged in working 
on the JIm Braden aspect for Garrison). Sciabbre was in the office and 
asked LaN. if the Z. film was included in his film. LaN. says "yes". At 
this point, Jaffe talks about the time, when he returned from Europe and 
stopped in N.O. en route home, that Iuon roughed him up because he felt 
Jaffe to be a liar. Iuon didn't believe Jaffe's stories about being follow-
ed and about the items having been stolen from his car and about the 2 car 
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thefts. Sciambre, Harold, Alcock and LaNarre all together in the office on 
Monday. LaM. says he'll pay Jaffe's  fare and expenses to New York to accomp-
any LAM. in order to meet people from Ramparts & Edwards of the FRee Press. 
Now, the question arises from one of those present at the taping as to why 
Jaffe would accept having his expenses paid by La/. &hen he had been told to 
disassociate himself from LaM. and his film. Jaffe's answer: "Because I 
wanted to see the film and he owed me some fim and some money". Jaffe says 
Ghat before accepting Lam.'s offer, he secured permission from Moo Sciambre, 
primarily because he was going to work with Sid Zion of the N.Y.Times on a 
lead (concerning Jim Braden) furnished by Mary Farrell of Dallas. 
Ray: "D'id JG know that Jaffe was with La/. in New York, after he had been or.,  
dered to disassociate himself? Jaffe: Jim didn't mind my seeing the film. 
Moo talks of possible reaction of LIFE mag. on the film. 
Now Jaffe talks about his credentials having been taken away in N.O. He 
says LaM. tried to comfort him about Vince's attack on both of them. 
LaNarre: "Don't worry. How can he (Vince) fire you?" Jaffe:"Yes. JG said 
only he could fire me". He and La/. flew to N.Y. In N.Y., Jaffe immed-
iately phoned Alcock. Alcock says he doesn't consider Jaffe fired - 
Salandria has no position in the office. Alcock says Jaffe's right to worry 
about carrying JG's credentials while traveling with LaN. and the film. 
Jaffe: "I wasn't going to exhibit the film; I just wanted to see it person-
ally". He hadn't seen it in N.O. LaM. rented a private screening room to 
show the film to Nark Stone of Ramparts. Jaffe then called Sprague and said: 
"I want you to see the film". Jaffe tells Sprague about Vince's charges 
against him, and says that Sprague thinks Vince is "nuts" to have made such 
charges against Jaffe. Lag. had departed for Canada after the screening. 
Jaffe remained in N.Y., trying to get photos of Jim Braden and stories on 
him in the Public Library. Braden had been called Eugene Hale Braden prior 
to September of 1963. Rose and Turner think he's very important. (The im- 
plication here is that Braden may really be Bradley-mcf). (End of SIDE 1) 

SIDE 2: 
Jaffe talked to Mark Lane on the 'phone. He had been trying to locate Lane 
for Thornhill. Jaffe: "I was the only one who knew maitre to find Nark". Lane 
was in Tulsa, Okla. Jaffe called Tulsa and a news reporter gave Lane Jaffe's 
message. Jaffe: "I finally reached this girl who knew where he was" and who 
gave J. the number where Lane could be reached. (This was on a Wednesday 
night following the Monday in N.O.) Jaffe told Lane what Vince had said 
about him. Lane said to Jaffe:"iVell, Vince has said that about me, too." 
(Vince, however, denied ever having said that about Lane when he had a con-
versation with Ray Marcus. 
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Lane doesn't take Vine seriousl:), :hcording to Jaffe. 

Ray: "Let's talk abi 	!» 7k, 'The Riot'. How did you first hear about 

it, et?.?" 

Jaffe: 'first h.,ard 
	

Lat her kin? eqs u3sassinate1. 

He ..,(21 abn.,  TO 	 ow With Jim Lawren ce to see JG. 

,.117* 	 .rner, reaaimg 

a pag of it. 	Jaffe 	1 	 :fiat the boo:', is ''t.:atifully written",. 

Joffe says: "Maybe (his 	 Uj,:? nod tried to get hold of before". 

At this point Jaffe speaks 	his liteoiance to certain. secret things which 

transpired Letween 	 00(1 JO and says tits al/e2iance is to the office 

and ha does not want Vinco to nuye the tape because of certain private things 

known on/i1 to JG and 	 cores Juffe that Vince reached his con- 

clusions about Jaffe based primarily on. a study of the material turned in by 

Jaffe to JG's 

(EnI of SIDE 2) 

SIDE _3: The talk swites tp,w to a wan named Ed. Foley, whom Jaffe had known , 	„.. 
es a disc-jokey u.4,en he (J.) wcs attending college there and who happened 

to be present at JO's address to the Radio-TV group at the Century-Plaza 

Hotel in L.A. in Nouember of 1,46';'. Foley and Jaffe had a conversation on 

this occasion and Foie;;  sid that he could help with certain conseruatiues 

he knew in the Santa Barbara area who had been involved in the Bay of Pigs 

inuasion and who hod h!er! JFK. Foley felt he could gibe JG information 

about these people. JO -,IjK4 Jaffe to follow through on it. It was Foley 

who brought Jim Rose 	Jaffe's and JG's attention, at that time. Jaffe, 

then, met with Rose twice, Rose told Jaffe that he could get information 

from Russian Intellipen:e sources on the assassination. Inasmuch as Rose 

was totally unknown to JO, he wanted Rose to meet Turner and to be checked 

out by him. Apparently, Turner gave the OK on Rose because, soon there-

after, JG asked Jaffe to send Rose to Mexico City. Jaffe assisted Rose in 

the venture by giving Rose money for the trip from the office. (The time, 

here, is the early part of '68). Getting back to the book, Jaffe times it 

with the King assassination and says that Jim Lawrence was in on the whole 

thing(and could verify, presumably). Jim Rose reported that the Russian 

Embassy in Mex.City would be helpful. During the interchange about the 

Russ. in Mex., no notes were written or sent; everything was done through 

pay telephones. JG and Sciambre knew about it. Codes were used. (At this 

point, Jaffe began to relate the codes to us, but I intercepted him-mcf). 

Jaffe tells us that the Russians in the Embassy in Mex. were very careful 

to protect Rose. One month later Jaffe talked to Turner in San Francisco, 

when he brought Turner the 135A & 133B overlays. Turner was of the opin-

ion that something would come of the Rose visit to the Russ. Emb. in Mex.
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had paid little atter"- 

.e !or L,A., when he decided 

ro 	it aLonQ and re:2d 	in the 'plane. 	Larence who came in briefly took 

the MS ;o• be xeroxed a-!d JO reciuested that Mr'' read the bco:i that night and 

:submit on :)pinion on it the next day (which 	did-mcf). JG then se
nt a cable 

to the publisher in Geneva (the next aftern.,4/5/6d, requesting 50 c
opies 

of the book and more communication with them. JG was apparently
 not concern-

ed with the book's Lack of documentation. JO subsequently received a cable 

from them which said:"$en.1 ropresentdtioe.immediately to exchange documents, 

etc." JG was convinced that Russian Intelligence was behind it
, Just as 

Rose had indicated that something would be forthcoming from tha
t source. 

(Rose had said he believed something would be forthcoming from 
them in print- 

ed 	Jaffe took JG to Palm Springs & returned to L.A. JG 
told Geneva 

to contact Jaffe, his West Coast representatiue. Jaffe dispatch
ed another 

cable to Geneva asking them to answer. Jaffe received a cable a
nd 'phone 

call from LaMarre in Geneva sayine,"Ptease come to Geneva right awa
y". 

(End of SIDE 3) 

SIDE 4: During 'phone call, LaM. didn't identify hims‘lf by nam
e; he merely 

said,"Wanner calling", and gave Jaffe a 'phone number where he c
ould be con-

tacted. Jaffe then called JG, telling him that he had been asked 
to make 

the trip and asking for expense money (#750.00 round-trip). 
Jaffe says JG 

thought he was going to Mexico, at that point, and wasn't thinking in te
rms 

of a European trip. (Only the sum of money required for the far
e would have 

indicated the destination). Jaffe le ft (in the company of a
 girl-friend) and 

was headed for Paris hut, because of 	e May riots, he was o
bliged to land 

in Brussels and make his way by bus. i,AM. picked him up "in 
a beat-up 

Citroen". "We're interested in your dicimentation  for the book, sai
d Jaffe 

to LaM. Jaffe also tells LaM. that he thinks the book is the w
ork of an 

Intelligence operation. Jaffe and LaM. go to Soroquiere's offi
ce at 26, 

Avenue K/eber in Paris, in order to discuss the case, etc. S
oroquiere is an 

attorney who represOnts the FRONTIERS company in Paris. Jaff
e's impression 

is that Soroquiere is LaM.'s superior. Soroquiere was not 
there; they met 

a Jean LeMarchand, who is an assistant to Soroquiere and who
 was involved 

in the Ben Barka scandal, acch,,.-ling to Jaffe. Jaffe tells LeMarchand why 

he is there. LeMarchand doesn't apoeor to more very much about 
the subject 
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hand and asks, "What da uou plan to do for us?". LOW. offers Jaffe a part 

of the contract if Jaffe soceeds in finding them a U.S. .publisher. Jaffe 

rays LeMarchand is a partner or.  3oro 	-re and takes no part in FRONTIERS, 

while Soroquiere 	 ,,fth 	 well as personally. 

Tho:, want 	pulihr' 	 wonJs the d3cumentatfon. He 

them 	 .1,2!".e to Lunch. J. finds him 

"very elliptical". 	 documentation for the book is 

in a vault in a bank in Lichtestetn. That night J. dined with LaM. and 

the conversation was about JFk. LaA'. takes him to St.-Germain to see the 

student uprising. The next day they both drove to Geneva together. There, 

Jaffe says he went through the t1,-;ok, point by point, with LaM., all the whit,  

asking him, "where 	t his come from, wher,,  did you get that, ?" etc.,etc. 

No answer was :orthcoming, according 	 LaM. tells J. that he work- 

ed for "pseudo-intligence" during the war in Indo-China. (The book- 

jacket descripti,,n 	1-iphurn is LaM.) Jaffe thinks LaM. put the 5ook to- 

gether and hirer/ certain people t' fill in and assemble it. There's talk 

of an American oirl (;hi-le,' McKinley, lie thinks) who had some part in the 

assemblage of the book. 

(End of SIDE 4," 

SIDE 5: At this point Maggie Field raises the question to Jaffe of why he 

thinks LaM„ has not released the documentation and giues no promise of doing 

so in the future. 	"Does it exist?", she asks. 

Jaffe: "I have a rather negative opinion of his (LaM.'s) ability - not of hi 

contacts". Jaffe says he agrees that LaN. is euasiue, negative but doesn't 

really deal with the qaesti,..)n. He explains that LaM. feels that in the 

U.S. it's impossible to deve/ope witnesses without their being destroyed. 

Hunt, for example, can't be touched, he maintains. J. says LaM. plans to 

bring the documantotion out later, in order to promote the book.(!) The 

book will either be ignored or attacked, but never accepted, says LaM. 

"I cannot defend the hook", says Jaffe. Fred Newcomb asks:"What does JG 

think of the book now?". Jaffe:"JG thinks LaM. has honest intentions" and 

said so at the time that Lane and Jaffe brought Reu.Broshears to N.O. and 

LaM. was also there. At that time, LaM. gaue the french editions to both 

JG and Lane. JG, according to Jaffe, thinks LaM. represents a French gov-

ernment Intelligence apparatus and can't be of much help to us. 

Ray: "What do you believe motivates LaM.? Moue you discussed this with 

him?" 

Jaffe: "I think he is motivated by 3 things: 

1. politically by the French gou't., whatever involvement he has 

in it. 
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2. a deep be%:ef in what JFK stood for and in what RFK might 

h,Luc 	 rc 

r;?- 	in the oo)T, 	film; he wants to make 

Jc:-fe 	 !0 the Anneay3 ,ina to the 

"cz, 

of tne 	I told him that only the 

Z. oort ion rijtie fL Lw woo wortnwhle and that the rest had no interest and 

could he dirimental." 

Ray:"41-tat do you think of his characler?" Jc.ffe:"..extraordinarily intelli- 

gent; fast socialite type of life; concerned with beuaty, fashion, women; 

lonely individual; suffers from experiences in Indo-China where he was in- 

. 	jured in combat; extremet!! nervous; tots of drive to work on projects; a 

hit of a bluffer; leads pele or inconsiderate; frustrated by certain 

laws which may limit his actions; doesn't expect to live long." 

Ray: "what do you thino of his integrity?"' 

Jaffe: "He's very self-serving and will keep his word when he interests his 

cause". Then J. speaks of LaM. 's nut having sent the $400. to the photog-

rapher in Geneva ($300. was to have been contributed to Truth & Consequence.. 

Jaffe: I've also said I want to charge you(LaM.) 3200. for the use of my 

motion picture". J. explains that LaM. has prints and some of his (Jaffe's) 

black & white pix, as welt. LaM. incorporated in the film,NFareweil America" 

"about 3%"of  Jaffe's film, and used the DCA film, of which he had a copy. 

Jaffe complains that LaM. never returned any of these things to him. Also, 

there was the mutter of a 371. 'phone call for which Jaffe sent a cheque & 

for which LaN, was to have reimbursed him but, to date, had not done so. 

Ray asks how much time did Jaffe spend with LaN. during the time that the 

latter was in L.A. recently. (Jaffe was with LaN, most of the time, day & 

evening-mcf). Jaffe goes on to say that he wanted his name cut out of 

LaM. 's film (Jaffe gets screen credftl-mcf) and that he,Jaffe, wanted LaN. 

to cut out of the film all of "the libelous stuff" which could be danger-

ous to the trial. "I told him I wasn't going to work for him", says Jaffe. 

N.F.: "Did he ask you to work for him?"; Jaffe:"Well - yes, he wanted to 

set up a team of people - like 3 or 4 students to go to different uniuer-

sities and show the film(because he couldn't stay here - he had to go back 

to Paris and couldn't do it himself) ow/ to distribute the book at that 

time. I said I'm not going to do it'-.JT'm not going to have anything to do 

with the film or the book"(!) "instead of paying me the money he owes me, 

LaN. said I could have 200 copies of the book to sell and keep the money - 

that they didn't have any money to pay me. He gave me $100. for the 'phone 

call' While Jaffe was still in N.Y. with LaM, he told LaM., "I'm going 

to leave now - you can pay my ticket back to L.A. because I've put out 
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(Ead of SIDE 5) 
AIDE 6: 

.1,:lffe: "T r::oht wont t: '!? 	.ii:h4,-: ,..,ry to as with him ,'!) but I felt a A 	'.2 Litt:: 	lit ot)lt , 	( 	:-•:4, h ,- 	tuke me no dinner and he in- 

R.:Jy: 'WALL' yoi.: Liib? hj-, so 	t'L,:-,tworthW' 1.1 	j. : "Not a bit'. 
-;!,): "When diJ the subject o! 	promotional film first come up between you?" .T.: "Whom LaM. said, 'You ha t e the mcst important euidence - the Z. film; why not - show it?" Then rh're apparently ensued a discussion between the two as to why JG couldn't manage to get hold of it, with Jaffe telling LaM. that JO, in his position, could not an2 would not engage in breaking the law.  LaM. - then asked Jaffe if he could get a copy of the Z. film or if JG would give him one. JG said NO. Then, M.F. asked,"Where did the copy come from?" Jaffe: "From sources within RFK's office". (l) M.F.: "he definitely told you that'!" Jaffe: "I hone personal know/edge about that but I refuse to say it on tape or here. If you want to indict me for that, o.k." • (Goes off the record). Jaffe continues, "I'm only too happy to see this association (with LaM.) finished". Ray:"When did you first hear of a promotional film?" Joffe: "When he was hero :n October. He said,"We're going to show it all over". Marlynn Newcomb:"rou knew before you went to Europe -•you asked for Fred's film". Jaffe: "You're confusing film with the overlays I asked Fred for". Jaffe says LaM., when he was in N.O. in August had spoken of showing the Z. film on TV. Ray: "Then the suggestion for the film came from LaM.?" Jaffe: "Yes, I thought it was his personal project. LaM. went back to Paris and 'phoned me to say that the film was almost complete and that he wanted to show it in N.Y., Berkeley, Haruard,etc. He asked for photos of the men in Dealey Plaza, my film and Ramparts:' Jaffe speaks of the fact that the film was to be developed in stow motion at different speeds but says he did not know the other portions of the film, dealing with personalities and im-plications would be included; all Jaffe knew, he says, was that his film, plus the Moorman photo, plus the Z. film would be incorporated - nothing else. There was a slim possibility that the "waikie-talkie" man would be in the film. He speaks of Newcomb's sketch - he showed it to LaM. and despite the fact that it is purely sensationalistic, LaM, put it in the film, never- 1 	theless. (J. says this with a certain amount ,o' derision in his tone!). Fred Newcomb now makes the comment that the so/4d quality of the #5 man stands to be completely invalidated because of the fact that LaM. has made an equally solid case for a #2 man in the Nix film, - this, despite the fact that the critics, while firmly agreed o/' the invincibility of the #5 
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mon, have never agreed 	on the uatidit of the #2 mart in the Nix film. 

R-7e: "What did i/CV: 	 ':e 	e 'v.de the second call to you?" 

"the 	ture:3 	!i!z 	 -!- re:;te.1 (Beers & Wm.Allen) - the 

	

2:c;irw!;, of 	buy with the hand thing. Then 

/ 	 of the two, he toll me 

(11-ran 	 YurreL for U.C.L.A. and with 

-haries Fulmer 	 I was biting very careful to arrange everything 

through 3urtu:z. LaM. and 1 had no contact between these calls and the time 

that he was scheduled to arrive with tae filre(for the UCLA Dixon Gallery 

showing in November-mcf)"In October, LaM. had gone to Montreal to gat the 

film processed. He 'phoned me from Hontreal, then, to say that he was retu
rn-

lag to Paris to work on the production of the film and to finish it and 
that 

he would 'phone me later from Paris". 

(End of SIDE 5) 

7: 

] Jaffe: "I sent him a wire a day later with Palmer's and Farrell's addresses. 

I contacted Palmer but not Farrell. I told Farrell and Burton that it would 

be a very important, historical film (underlinings mine-mcf) and that I guess-

ed that the Z. film was in it - I said I guessed it was. Two weeks after it
 

was to have been shown at UCLA, he calleel me from New York. That was my fi
rst 

contact with him(since he had not shown up for the UCLA presentation-mcf) -
 

I had not seen the film, of course. HQ said,'Go to N.O.; I'll pay your ex-

penses and flight there and we'll show it to JG". Ray: "Did he pay your ex-

penses?" Jaffe: "Yes". Ray: "Waht attempts did you make to contact him 
after 

the UCLA flop?" Jaffe: "I called the hotel where I knew he had stayed, 
and 

his friend, Bergot, and a place at 4, Avenue Hoche. He had been in the 
hos-

pital but had left no word for me." At this point, someone raised the
 ques-

tion about the article in the Dec.bth Free Press, written by a "Jay Si
nger", 

concerning the so-called mystery of the whereabouts of the film and its 

"Courrier". Jaffe explained that Paul Eberle of the Free Press had want
ed 

to write a story about the mysterious circumstances of the film's not ap
p-

earing at the scheduled time and place, but it was Jaffe who wrote t
he 

story under the by-line of "Jay Singer". (The story stressed the fac
t that 

the sp-catied "courrier", meaning LoM., might have met with governme
nt in-

terference, upon his entry into the U.S. or Canada with the film and
 that 

there might be cause for concern about his whereabouts and that of t
he film- 

: mcf) Ray: "Didn't you begin to conclude, by now, that he wasn
't reliable?" 

Jaffe: "Yes". Then J. 	on to say that from the time of his return to 

• L.A. from abroad, he had typed up all accounts of wh t transpi
red during 

his visit and had oiven them to JG. Ray: "Didn't you think it mi
ght be 
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hazardous for you to set up the film, knowing LaN.'s unreliability, - 
whether your name was connected with it or not?"(At this juncture, Jaffe aster 
ed that the tape be stopped.) 
(Tape continues) Jaffe: "I met with LaM. in N.O. He had said he would pay my. 
way - I had asked Iuon if that was o.k. and he had said yes and that he would 
get a projector."(Bordelin was still his friend). Jaffe says, again, that 
he arrived in N.O. and dined with LaN. and that LaM. had arranged for the 
room. He says Weisberg never saw the film because the projector and cord 
were wrong. J. stayed at the Commodore Hotel in N.Y. with LaN. and arranged 
for a showing of the film for the next day. (J. says he was then still reel-
ing from his encounter with Salandria in N.O.). They showed the film at a 
"small place". Mark Stone of Ramparts and Jaffe were the only ones present. 
LaN. wanted to hire a public relations man. Stone was recommended by Weis-
berg. Jaffe's first impression of the film was that the Z. portion was welt 
presented (this,despite the fact that the head shot was not pointed up or 
explained in any way for the average viewer, whereas Much less important 

	

points in the film were acdentuated-mcf). 	When J. was questioned as to why 
he didn't have a much stronger, negative reaction to the total film, he said 
he was so "wary" of everything by then that he didn't say a word. Stone 
said there could be concern about the law - that it should be shown to press 
(4!?) and students. "No one knows if you're credible - how can you con-
vince anyone - the press will either ignore or attack you", said Stone. 
Jaffe says he asked LaN.,"why show all these men if you have no proof?" and 
LaN. answered that he had the proof. Jaffe then says that he urged LaN. net  
to show the film and reminded him that it could be detrimental to the Shaw 
trial, "but", says Jaffe,"if you have to showit, you can cut the damaging 
part out because it could prejudice a jury and I don't feel good about using 
my name".(JaffeXmxmamv[ gets screen credit in the film-mcf). LaN. told Jaffe, 
"We put Shaw in the film as a couttesy to JG"(!) and Jaffe is purported to 
have said"Re doesn't need that kind of courtesy - also, we've completely 
disproved that the man in Dealey-PlazaAs Bradley". (A point is made in 
the film of the "striking resemblance"between the man being arrested in 
D-P and E.E.Bradley-mcf). Then Jaffe relates that when JG was at the Inter-
national Hotel in L.A. in December of 1967, Boxley, Turner, and others were 
present when Boxley convinced JG of the so-called striking resemblance; J. 
maintains that Boxley was a strong exponent of that theory. Jaffe outlines 
his position on the resemblance. Iuon had told him to take a good look at 
Bradley to ascertain if the resemblance really existed. Bradley came on TV, 
and J. found the resemblance even more striking. "fftien I got to N.O., Iuon 
showed me the other pictures of the man in DAP and. then I no longer thought 
it was he and told JG so; JG said he had more pix but still felt they were 
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one and the same person. According to J., Boxley had sponsored the idea and 

Turner was positive or, at least, Turner thought it could or could not be B. 

but they didn't plan to use it as evidence. Jaffe: "I think I'm the only 

one of the group who said 'now I've changed my mind'". "I explained to La& 

that, despite the similarity in appearance, we didn't think it was the same 

man and I advised him to cut it out of the film and he has". Ray: "why did 

he put it in, in the first place?" J.:"For dramatic appeal". (I) Jaffe:"When 

we went to Interpol to speak to their photographer, I shooed him the pix of 

Bradley and the guy in D-P and he didn't think it was the same man." 

Ray; "There was a much simpler way to establish the identity; information on 
Bradley's height was then available - why didn't you check the height of the 

two men?" Jaffe: "If you examine the news stories, nowthert do they indicate 

his height." Ray: "That is gross carelessness - his height would have been 

very easy to find out". Juffe:"I talked with Sprague about measuring the 

size of the blocks (in background of D-P shots-mcf). Sanders had computed the 

height by measuring the blocks. This was never intended to be published. 

LaN. was present when the expert said 'it's not the same man' - yet, he put 

it in the film but has now agreed to take it out..-" Ray: "Did you offer any 
advice on the preparation of the film?" Jaffe:"No, none - I had no role 
other than the contribution of my film and the photosaildxstoxessmtestaxxiax 
INNIXIMXINIXWWWWWF.Newcomb: "Where did the idea that tire man on the sta-

tion wagon is the #2 man come from?" Jaffe: "I have no idel= Lax. aub-

mitted it to computer analysis. I undertsand your concern and I feel terrible 

about it". Ray: "Why are you still associated with him?* „Jaffe: NNy assoc-

iation with him is cordial because I have an obligation beCause helehipod 

me in Europe". Ray:"How did he ehlp you?" Jaffe:"I met people associated 

with the book and JG has cooperated with him. I want to put him on to 

people who can help him show it and to get him to cut those things out of it.! 

N.F.: "LaN. told me that the assassination, itself, isn't what's importantw-
only the story of the total man (JFK) is important. He said, 'I, personally, 

am not interested in the assassination'. He also scoffed at hippies who 

showed interest in th case and at the "experts", meaning the critics; he said 

he was only interested in meeting important people who could help him pro-

mote his film. 

(End of SIDE 7) 

SIDE 8: Jaffe says Lam.'s position is that the book is written - let people 

challenge it. He invites courtroom action in France or in an internation-

al court, not necessarily in the U.S. - because they have control over 

European courts. Narlynn Newcomb asks, "What does he plan to do with the 

film and the book now?" Jaffe: He'll get a public potattoos man and show 
the film at universities - Publisher Lyle Stuart told him it would take 6 
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months before the book could be distributed which is not soon enough, so 
Lit'. is doing it from. Montreal. 



This part of the interview begins with a discussion of the documentation 
which was never forthcoming from LaM. to Jaffe despite the fact that the 
real purpose of Jaffe's trip to Europe was to get the documentation of the 
cldims dna charges made is the book. 

Jaffe: "He's (Lail., that is) half-elApt,dalhoout it. Some of the informa-
tiort come from friends they had - for example, in Florida there are two 
Cie either agents or something and the. .! had people talk to them. During our 
oeriod in Geneva, he said they had contact with Robert Kennedy's office 
through Steven Smith, who was a friend of LaN.'s and that the Dallas Police 
portion - the investigation of the Dallas Police - had come front--" Ray in-
terrupts here with "did Moynihan ever come into it?" and Jaffe continues, "had come from Daniel Pat pioynihan--and that--"(Ray;"LaN. told you this?" 
Jaffe:"Yeah") "and that Moynihan, who would not wish to talk to any of us --
and I said,'who are some of the people that we can'talk to?"(Ray interrupts, "did :he say 'it came to us from'?4ond Jaffe answers,"Yea4, no- he said at 
the outset of the book --the book, in fact, I belieoe, started from the 
contact which LaM. had personally with RPK and indicated they wanted to do something like that and that time he said Kennedy was in a mood to cooper-
ate and to help them and referred them through Steven Smith all the time 
to get this information from Moynihan". Ray:"referred them -- you mean 
representatives?" Jaffe:"referred Lam. to Steven Smith". Ray:"LaM. personally, 
Jaffe: "Yeah"; Ray:"Levid. said he personally was referred to Rob't.K. - even" t!ewcomb: "inen this is the source of the emissary story?" Jaffe:"No-no, it is not". ilay:"so LaM. has met--according to Lag. -- he has met RFK-?" 
Jaffe:"Yes, twice." Ray:"...told him--wiat, did he say when this was?" 
Jaffe: "If uou read in the--no-yes-he has told me but now I can't remember 
exactly but I think he said it began in either late '66 or early '67--it 
was late '66." Ray: "LaN. in the U.S. had personal meetings with RFK?" 
N.F.:"Howdid he get to know him? On what basis?" Jaffe:"eh-he said he'd met him once before, several yeard ago and it's in the back of the book - do you have the book?" Ray:"--and RFK referred him to Moynihan—to Steven 
Smith, I'm sorry". Jaffe: "Yeah, to Steven Sdith".(Here.there are the in-
terruptions of several voices speaking at once and then ..affe resumes with): 
"...gave them even financial help to begin with--that's what he said -- 
but there is another conftrmation of this --in fact, in Paris, now, if you were able to get the Paris papers, FRANCE-SOIR has sort of investigated 
Frontiers Co. and has talked to some of the aides of Kennedy, like Schles-
inger and I think Sorenson, who have denied that they had anything to do 
with the book--and said that--" Ray:"-is this very recent in FRANCE-SOIR?" 
J.:"oh, yeah". Ray:"..Last few days?" J.:"yeah-ladt week and there's an 
on-going big controversy about it". Ray: "Do you have a copy?" J.:"oh,no". 



2. 
'Rcey:"Do you have the dates?" Jaffe: "I know it was last week". Ray:"I'm 

sure you can get a copy". Jaffe:"...and that they do believe that the orig- 

inal help C(L'11.2 from RFK". 	 call buck later - you'll have a 

chance and 7ive Maggie :'icy d,7tos of that?" (This reference to M.Field was be-; 

cause sne ren,is French and could translate the articles in FRANCE-SOIR to 

;:)'jeh Jaffe referred-mcf). Juffe:"o.k.--well, I don't have them written down 

because LJN. just told me lust week". ,I.F.:"Tou sag there's an on-going 

controversy right now?" J.:"Yeah---" N.F.:"What is the controversy?" J.:"The 

controversy has to do with the fact that they had done a TV show promoting 

the book--Frontiers, that is--and that FRANCE-SOIR had reviewed the book and 

had said that this book was the work of the cooperation of many different.  

people and that they were definitely convinced that the cooperation came from 

RFK but that--Sorenson and Schlesinger denied that RFK.." Ray:"Anybody else?" 

J.:"...and that Schlesinger and Sorenson on TV and to FRANCE-SOIR denied that 
Kennedy ever doubted the Warren Report and--you know--" Ray:"well, we know 
that's reliable". J.:"Yeah:r, it was even stronger than denying that he had 

had anything to do with the nook, but just yesterday or the day before LaM. 

told me about a time when he was with Steven Smith--"(interruption here by 

Ray on how best to obtain copies of the french newspaper, then Jaffe contin-

ues:"...O.K. and they put a full page ad in LeMonde and you haueraureofew 

from LeNonde and the controversy is evidently going on now.." N.F.:"controver-

sy that it was inspired by Robert Kennedy?" Jaffe:"No, it's not so much a 

controversy about that--there's a controversy about --eh--he said that FRANCE-

SOIR is critical of Frontiers and critical of the book but that.they don't 

doubt a statement which LaM. himself made at a Press Conference, when either 

the movie was shown or the TV show was shown and he said - uh- that 'we got 

the Z. film from RFK8s office". N.F.:."LaM. said that?" J.:"yeah, that was 

said in Paris before he left and I told that to Moo Sciambre and Sciambre 

said,'well, I hope you'll encourage him to say that over here because we 

don't want anybody to think he got it from us'-- and--" Newcomb:"..that's 

where the emissary story started.." Jaffe:"No, the emissary story was Jones 
Harris and Charles Lind, who's a mutual fP4RFISI of JO's and Rob't.K.1s, and 

probably me, a little bit, through Dick Lubick, who would be considered, 

another emissary. I don't know about Jones Harris except that I think that 

Jones Harris had talked with RFK's aides and had mentioned the statement, 

'there are guns between me and the White House'--so, where are we--?" (At 

this point, Ray had been absent from the room for a few minutes and having 
returned, M.F. says," Wait, hgy,missed something important that you said.." 

Ray:"..about the emissary thing?' M.F.:"no, no--about'what Jaffe said about 

LaM. going on TV.." Jaffe: "About LaM. made the statement in Paris when 

they showed the film two weeks ago, before he got here--and he made the 
statement at a Press Conference that they had gotten the Z. film through 



Rob't. Kennedy's office and (repeats 
Sciambre's reaction)--according to 

LAM., he showed the film in Montrea
l and he said that they did get it th

rough 

RFK's office--he repeated that". M.F
.: "He didn't say it to the gathering

 

here the other day". Jaffe:"..and he told that to Mark Sto
ne, too". (Here 

M.F. repeats about LoM.'s not hauing
 tod that to the L.A. people gathered 

for the screening of the film and Jaffe sa
y., "No, nobody asked him--or if 

they did--no, he didn't and he's, you
 know, he's not so great about this--

I have my reservations about the wh
ole thing and about the film".) Ray:"W

ell, 

I canted to get into that". Jaffe:"Yeah, 
I'm a little bit--I'm concerned 

about what association there is betwe
en me and LaM. because now I'm the guy 

that JG Sent to talk to him and the
n, by becoming his friend and having 

him 

come here and having him ask Me to he
lp him, I've done good and then I've 

endangered myself, too, you know--the
 good that I've done is that I've now

 

persuaded him to cut out of the fil
m the references to Edgar Eugene Brad

-

ley, all of the libelous indictments of
 those 5 people that Ray mentioned 

and I have an appointment today for h
im to go down and pay for an editor t

o 

cut it out---". Ray: "O.K.---getting back to Paris-L-4
0w.  4anq'Add you been 

in Europe by this time?" Jaffe:1'3y the time we'd been to Geneva? I'd
 been 

there maybe a week or so". Ray:"Summi
ng up what hbppened in this time, 

you'd had various conversations with La/..
." Jaffe:"?;lyeah, on and off.." 

Ray: "What do you feel you accomplished
 in that week?" Jaffe:mum—What I 

accomplished during that time was tha
t.." Ray:"No, durtrq the first week".

 

Jaffe:"During the first week I accomp
lished merely the fact of sort of 

gaining his confidence so that he wou
ld talk to me. I found out that Moyn-

ihan was involved in finding out the 
information about the Dallas Pblice". 

Ray:"..based on La/.?" Jaffe: "He told
 me that Rob't. K. had interrogated 

severely and intensely all of the Sec
ret Service agents immediately when' 

they got back to Washington—that he had
 set Pat Moynihan on an investiga-

tion of the Dallas Police". Ray:"This
 all came from Lat.?" Jaffe:"Yeah, 

Latt4v;:Said that French Intelligence h
ad had an agent working within the 

Texas oil establishment and the agent
 was "Philippe" —I don't know his 

last name--but I know he told a last na
me to Larry Bensky (of Ramparts-mcf) 

who came over there the day I left--a
nd that they had known all along very 

much information about George de Nohren
schildt and that he was an integral. 

part of the plot and that he had been a
n agent. So, anyWay, I accomplish-

ed that and, at the same time, I said
,'well, while I'm ouer here, is it 

possible to talk with some of the newsp
apers here and get them to print 

the Moorman photo'e." Ray: "Did you have any idea when you Le
ft for Eur-

ope, how Long you'd be over?" Jaffe:"No
, no idea--and I might as well say 

it here, in terms of admitting someth
ing --an admission--that I spent 

probably longer there -- I would say 
maybe 5 days or 6 days Longer there 



than I would have had to because I saw an old frifnd, a girl friend and I 
spent, I think, 5 days seeing her and, at the same time, I wrote a long 
article about the case -- Maggie sent me some newspaper clippings about the 
Federal Court blocking it (tha trial, that is; Jaffe had requested that 

Fietd send the appropriate press clippings-mcf). You (meaning Ray-reef) sent 
m- the Moorman negative and : wrote for 6 days--an article about the case, 

and my girl friend, who used to be a french teacher at Santa Barbara, trans-
lated it into french and that took a long time--but all the time that I was 
there, LaM. kept promising me to give me those documentations and to give 
MQ the tape recording of a girl called Shirley McKinley, who was a girl who 
had given them a lot of information -- and they had a 15-minute tape re-
cording and he was going to give me a copy of the tape recording, which he 
never did. In other words, I believe he led me on and led me to stay 
longer than I ever would have had to, by promising to give me these things 
right up until the last week I was there--and the last day, in fact, he 
had promised to give me these things and he didn't." M.F.:"In other words, 
you have never had any documentation, at all?" Jaffe: "No, except a lot of 
information which he gave me, all of which is there. Of course, he did 
take me to meet the director of the Secret Serufce in the Elysee Palace, 
who, I believe, is the 	head of the Secret Seiruic- and I had his card in 
those papers and--" Pay:"What did he tell you about the case?" Jaffe:"He 
was very cordial with LaM. ;Ye met for about an hour and A. He said that 
they had known about the case and that they felt that JO was on the right 
track - that DeGaulle had made the statement to the guy who wrote a book 

about it". Ray:"What was his name?" Jaffe: "I have it written down - I 

can't remember, now -.but I have his card and he gave me DeGaulle's person-

al card". (End of this sidQ rof the tape). 

(2nd side of tape): Jaffe:",...9ealey Plaza--those 6 shots- I wanted to 
check those photos with their police agencies to see if they had IDs en 
aay of them and also the 1!)s that we had that were spedulatiue - John 
Rloomer, Ted Slack, Skinny Ralph - (gay with walkie-talkie, says Newcomb.) 
The Director of the Secret Service called from his office while I was 
there and got in touch with his brother who is head of the Police. -
(Thief of Police in Paris-) and said would they assist us and get us any 
help- and the guy over there said he wo:21d give us assistance but who 

we should talk to was Interpol - so he made an appointment for Me to see 
a guy named Nepote at Interpol - and that afternoon LaM.drove me over to 
Interpol and I met with this guy in his office - one of the higher-ups, 



1 would assume, from the looks of his office and we had a brief discussion 
and I said that I worked for the DA of N.O. and that we were there to 
inquire if they had any 11)s of certain suspects and, in fact, LaN told me 
on the way over 'don't say it's about the assassination of President 
Kennedy - just say you haae certain business to go through and could they 

.check their files.' ' 	"At this point, you'd been in Paris about how 
long?" Jaffe: . "Reli, we'd been in Geneva and we were now back to Paris." 
Ray: "O.k., what about the third week in Europe?" Jaffe: "Third or 
fourth, yeah - in the meantime, RFK had been assassinated." Ray: "Right -
what occupied most of your time in Geneva?" Jaffe: "I would say most of 
it was either working with this photographer on the Moorman photo or 
talking to LaN and waiting while he conducted a lOt of business. because 
once we produced these photos - you know all the photos that I had - we 
did better and made bigger prints of them - and I have a set here - and 
William NcEwen Duff and Shaw and some of the expository photos of the case-
N.F. asks how Duff comes back in the picture so strongly again?" 
Jaffe: "Not at all except that I had his photo with me and I thought I 
would check and see if they knew where he was - - in Europe." N.F.: 
"Where did you get the photo?" Jaffe: "From the files in N.O. - I got 
it from Tom Bethel - out of his file. He.had about 10 photos of him that 
were the Dallas Police" 	 (inaudible) N.F.: "From the Arthiues - or 
where did they get the photos?" Jaffe: "I don't know where they got 
them." Newcomb: "Ras it an arrest photo?" Jaffe: "Yea, it was a Dallas 
Police mug shot - two-faced" - N.F.: "Do they feel - Lail and his crowd -
that Duff is implicated?" Jaffe: "I think they have only a scant know-
ledge of his existence by the Report and the Volumes." N.F.: "Then why 
did they show his picture in the film?" Jaffe: "Because, if you'll 
notice, the sound track at that point says something about 'from the files 
of the Dallas Police' - and his picture comes on and says Dallas Police."-
N.F.: "Then it doesn't mean anything." Jaffe: "No, iths a very poor 
film. 	Ray: "Several times, up to this point, repeatedly you'd be re- 
minding LaN - that you wanted the documentation." Jaffe: "Yes." 
Ray: "How did he put you off - he kept promising you that he would get it?" 
Jaffe: "Yeah, he8d say, 'listen - we will get that but I have to get that 
by having Wanner call Soroqulere and Soroquiere will call Lichtenstein and 
we have to send somebody up there - a man - with a key, etc.'" Ray: "So 
he kept putting you off about that." Jaffe: "Yeah - constantly, but 
then - euerytime we would talk, I would ask him more about the oilmen and 
George de Nohrenschildt and euerything-in the meantime, he would be taking 
me - one day we drou.vtonthe GOrmarv.citglofr:Br4e,i'(aie) tmSwitaerlaAdc, )uld 
beoause he had to meet there with an Italian journalist who he said I could 



) 
give all the photos to and maybe they would write a story about J.G. - 

he would be uery interested - but mainly he was interested in giving him 

the photos and publicizing the book. Evidently this guy was trying to get 
the book published in ituly." Ray: "After you got the Moorman photos 

and t'Le number five T-on clarified, what was LaM.'s reaction?" Jaffe: 

"Gh - he thought it wus .tv,Itustic - e had believed in it before - but the 

work that I did- withthi3 photographer came out so great that he wanted to 

get it pvblished 	and he thought it was really excellent and he paid for 

the fluid - the German newspaper - this night which was June fifth or sixth-

we had heard RFK had been shot but we did not know he was dead - and we 

were in•the photographer's office. A guy came all the way from Hamburg, 

Germany, representing the Alex Springer paper which is the Bild-Sontag, 

who was going to run a serialization of the book and it was LaM.'s in-

tention to sell them the Moorman photo to print with the story and this 

guy came. lie spoke English and German...so we talked and he talked to 

La& and he signed a paper, sort of a contract guaranteeing LaN. (or 

Frontiers) 31,000 - just to take the picture with him and more if it was 

printed and, at that point, LaN. had said he should sign a contract with 

me to glue half of everything they made from this photo to J.G.'s office -

and Truth or Consequences and I haue that contract in my briefcase. 

Ray: "dhy didn't La'''. - did you ask him - include any photos in the book?" 

Jaffe: "Yeah - I kept saying, 'can you do this - won't you do this - don't 

you think it would be a most dramatic thing' and he thought two things: 

Vthat the book was better not to have any photographs at all." Ray: "Why?" 

Jaffe: 'Because he felt that too much would be made of the photographs 

and not enough attention would be paid to the text of the book." Ray: 

"Did that make sense to you?" Jaffe: "Not - no, because I kept arguing 

and I kept saying, 'what you want is attention and this photograph is 

the most definite proof.'" Ray: "This and others, but I am using this 

as -" Jaffe: "Yeah, but he said, 'no, we don't want any photographs 

in the book.'" M.F.: "The text doesn't mean a thing without any docu-

mentation - anybody could write that text." Jaffe: "Yeah, I agree and 

also his opinion is that the book is documented except for the charges -

but the reason why they did not put euidentialy documentationiin was 

because they wanted somebody to sue them so that they could go to trial 

and have to prone-" N.F.: "Rut you say he feels it is documehled. 

Where?" Jaffe: "Ile feels, for example, all the research is documented -

if you Look at the length., lengthy footnotes on either references to 

other books which have been written or references to -" 	 "No, but 



J7M1,mt. 

when they make a statement of involvement of individuals there is no 
documentation at all and that is the only thing that is interesting." 
Jaffe: "As I sag, his excuse is that they want somebody to sue them and 
make tam .,rove it -- he also 	 "Well, what was his excuse at the 
end of !4our oisit when you aaid, 'well, you'ua bean promising right along 
the documentation - and here I am ready to go.- what happened?" Jaffe: 
"He said, 'listen, I will bring all of that to you - I will give all that 
to you or to J.G. bitti he said, 'I could not get it now. I asked 

Soroquiere to at it and he has not gotten it by now.'" N.F.: "Well, I 
was there two months after you were. He could have given it to me then." 
Jaffe: "Yeah - well, I said, 'will you answer the specific questions that 
I have' - oh, because one thing very important happened. I made extensive 
notes on the answers to the questions that 1 had at the first meeting in 
the Geneva hotel with him when I went through the book almost page by page 
of the important pages and I asked him questions - 'where didyou get this? 
ehere did this come from?'-'Richard N. .;auitt in Japan, near the Atsugi 
garine Rase, etc.' - He said, "'Well, Richard N. Sauitt had worked for them 
and had given them this information.'" N.F.: "Is this the tennis player?" 
Jaffe: "Well - no - I don't know - No, he led me to believe that this 
guy was an operator operating for the French gouernment." Ray: "O.K. 
So now you are back to Paris - and you said-" Jaffe: "Yeah, so I asked 
him would he give me this meeting and would he answer all these questions 
and he said, 'yes.'- and the very last day that I was there he said, 'Look, 
I've told you, I've answered all your questions.'" N.F.: "Rut he hadn't -" 
Jaffe: "And you have the information from my answers." N.F.: "But he 
hadn't answered your questions." Jaffe: "Well, he had answered a great 
deal and the results are in that report - about Lloyd Hilton Smith and 
they talked to Richard Lawson - Winston G. Lawson." N.F.4 "What I mean 
is the documentation is the only thing that really matters - and they 
have not answered that." Jaffe: "Yeah, well they never gave it and they 
always promised it - and even when J.G. asked him for it in his house when 
we were there -" 	 "Now I come there like two months later - and he 
had a perfect chance to say to me, 'here is the stuff Steve wanted - I 
couldn't get it them.'" Jaffe: "Well, he was in N.O., I believe, before 
that, wasn't he? - ?afore you went to Paris? N.F.: 'Not to my knowledge 
because at that point he said, 'I'm coming to the States in October' -
I gathered from that that he had not been here since he had seeniyou." 
Jaffe: "Well, I don't remember the date." N.F.: "He made a mockery of 
J.G. to me, did I tell you that?" Jaffe: "No." N.F.: "Well, he said, 



‘That is not what this thing is about - what J.G. is doihp is just nothing 
at all - it's just nonsense.'" Jaffe: "Well, he considers-" N.F.: -
"And Clay Shaw is not important." Jaffe: "No, he says Clay Shaw is not 
the most important." N.F.: "No, he said to me, 'that's not what it's 
about - the J.G. thing and Clay Shaw - that is not important,' he said." 
Jaffe: "Hm - yeah - well, I don't believe he is at all the type of 
logical, statistician, researcher, lawyer - lilts a Nark Lane - he is not-" 
ME.: "He says he is a lawyer." Jaffe: "He has said he is a lawyer, 
yes.1 N.F.: "0, I think he is very logical and he has a very sharp brain-
but-" Jaffe: "But I think his intense feeling about the case was that 
their information(on the oil industry - on the fact that George de 
Nohrenschildt was involved - that Lloyd Hilton Smith, the oilman was 
involved - that John Austin, the oilman whose ranch he saw is adjacent to 
H. Hunt's ranch in Southern California is involved - and that the oil 
industry is where the motive ties-" H.F.: "Well, we all know that." 
Pay: "But he was talking about the CIA, too, in the book - wasn't he?" 
Jaffe: "No - very lightly - they are very light but he said absolutely 

he told me that George de Nohrenschildt had been working for the CIA 

since the time he got here  - and he says de Nohrenschildt got his pay-off 
from the Schlumberger Oil Company in Texas and that Lawrence G. Bunker, 
who is an ex-Colonel and a Bircher and all that - and de Nohrenschildt 
were the link with the CIA through which the instructiom, or the actual 
carrying out of the plot, were directed." Ray: "Let's talk briefly about 
what you think about LaN. You have had a lot of contact with him now 
up to this point." Jaffe: "Yeah. O.K. - personally I - just a ,thought 
comes to mind - one might we - eh - when I saw my old girl friend in 
Paris, she invited us to come to a cocktail party - at a friend of hers -
a young girl with whom she had worked - and I came there having expected 
to hear from LaN. but not having heard from him - this was the same date 
tilt certain generals who had been exiled by De Gaulle were allowed to 
come back into the country - and I left word whore I was staying of where 
I would be and he came there later that night and I said, 'how come you 
did not call me?' I expected to hear from him all that day." 


